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February 5, 2017 THE TYPICAL MAN

ROMANS 5.14B (GEN 1.26-31; MT 28.16-20)

Romans 5.12-21 - how one man, Jesus can die and rise again and how that death and resurrection can be effective for
billions of people and the entirety of the non-human creation.

5.12 - Sin latched onto the process of God taking us to glorification and turned it into a death-rot by which we “fall
short of the glory of God” (3.23).

5.13-14 - sin and death reigned before the Law of Moses; Law intensified sin.

5.14b - “... who is a type of the one coming.”

What is a “type?” 

To impress; to strike so as to leave a mark; a mold or pattern. Various uses:
• Jn 20.25
• Ac 7.43
• Ac 7.44; Heb 8.5

People and historical events are types in Scripture.
• Mt 2.15

Types are prophetic.

“Antitype” = “fulfillment of the type.” 
• 1Pt 3.21

Not mere examples. Immature forms of what will reach their full maturity in Christ and his people.

Adam and Jesus: Typology depends upon the historicity of Adam.
• The effects of Adam’s sin-and-death correspond to the effects of Christ’s work

Why does God use types?

Reflects the nature of God himself. The eternal Son is a “type” of the Father. (Cf. Heb 1.3)
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God sets up types that reveal who he is and what he intends.
• 1Cor 10.11

Who was Adam?

Adam was a man.

God created this man to have dominion over all the earth, gave him a bride, told him to be fruitful and multiply and
fill the earth. Those born from the union of Adam and Eve, his bride, would bear the image of their father, Adam (cf.
Ge 5.3).

Jesus is a man (1Tm 2.5).

Jesus, a the fulfillment of Adam, means that to him is given the mandate to have dominion over all the earth, receive
the bride the Father creates for him through his death, and, with that bride, to be fruitful and multiply, filling the
earth. Children are conformed to his image (Rom 8.29)

Adam and Jesus have the same position in relation to the rest of humanity and non-human creation.
• Covenant bond; both are “heads” of creation

They have similar authority but the use of that authority had dissimilar effects.

The power of Jesus’ work is greater than the power of Adam’s work because Jesus conquered the effects of Adam’s
sin.

How do we know that Jesus is the last Adam?

God the Father declared Jesus to be the Son of God, his true image-bearer, the true Adam,  with power when he
raised him from the dead. 

1. Grace in Christ Jesus is greater than the effects of Adam’s sin.
• The resurrection of our bodies

• forgiveness/justification

• death moves us to glory

• freedom from the slavery of sin


